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President’s Message
By Jo-Anne Gibson
I am both honoured and humbled to return as your MSLA president for 2016-17.
For 78 years, the executive and liaisons of
MSLA (formally known as MSLAVA) have
volunteered their time to do their part to ensure that the students of Manitoba receive
a quality education. I am honoured to be a
part of this work and humbled as I stand on
the shoulders of those who have gone before
me. Like them, I hope to leave a legacy that
enables MSLA to continue to do its good
work far into the future.
For those of you who don’t know me, I
have been a teacher for 32 years, 9 of which
have been a teacher-librarian at Acadia Junior High School and I am currently in my
second year as the teacher-librarian at Fort
Richmond Collegiate in the Pembina Trails
School division. I was previously president
of the MSLA from 2009 to 2011 and it’s
Advocacy Chair in 2012.
“We are all in this together” is what
comes to mind as I write this address. It’s
something that I’ve been thinking more
about since the success of MSLA/MALT’s
recent SAGE conference, School Library
Learning Commons and Makerspace
Tours. The success of the tours was due in
no small measure to various individuals in
the school library field coming together to
support each other in the work they do every day for the students of Manitoba. Since
we all feel that our libraries are a work in
progress, the decision for host schools to
open their libraries for all to see must have
been a difficult one. Yet, when I called, every library staff said yes and together with
the dedicated work of the MSLA/MALT
conference planning committee, those who
participated in the tours were able to learn
from one another in a very hands-on, meaningful way.
Learning from one another is what the
MSLA is all about. True, we have five lofty
objectives as outlined in our Constitution

that the MSLA executive strives admirably to fulfill every year. However, when it
comes right down to it, its people working
together, drawing on the strengths of each,
that makes this organization strong.
As registration progressed for this year’s
conference, I was often asked why become
a member of the MSLA? You may think
the number one reason is to have enough
money to run our programs and fulfill our
objectives. Certainly the MSLA, like every
other association, needs money to operate but did you notice when you registered
for the conference that it cost more to not
become a member than to be a member?
That’s because it’s not about the money. It’s
about ensuring that we have members that
are able to work and grow together in their
chosen fields.
I do not write this to say that the membership of the MSLA is in a state of crisis
because it is not. I am merely pointing out
the importance of having a solid membership base so that we can keep the lines of
communication open and work together.
Without a mechanism to connect the library community, how else would we be
able to tell you about upcoming events?
How else would we be able to connect you
with the latest information in school library
research that may help you to do your job
more effectively? How else would we know
what types of professional development or
support you need?
If we didn’t have members, the MSLA
could not provide the school library community with a yearly conference, a website,
awards, journal publications, a L.I.T. forum,

bursaries, seed money to start a new program
or support when the going gets tough. We
wouldn’t be able to share with you information from a variety of liaison organizations
that help us to enrich what we do every day
in our school libraries. Did you know that
with your membership, you are automatically connected to the Winnipeg Public Library (WPL), the International Association
of School Libraries (IASL), the Manitoba
Department of Education Library, the Direction des Ressources Éducatives Françaises
(DREF), the School Library Administrators of Manitoba (SLAM), the Association
of Independent Manitoba School Libraries
(AIMSL), the Manitoba Library Technician
Association (MALT), Canadian School Libraries (CSL), other SAGE groups such as
ManACE, the Manitoba Libraries Consortium (MLCI), and CM Magazine?
So I want to thank you, personally, for
renewing your membership in the MSLA
this year and thereby, helping us to keep
our school library community strong. Sharing is what libraries do best. Let’s keep up
the great work we do every day for the children in our care and continue to share our
knowledge and skills with each other. After
all, we’re all in this together!

Red River Community College’s Library Technician Program Information
Evening will be Friday, February 7th, 2017 at the Great West Theatre, 160
Princess St. Winnipeg, MB R3B 1K9. For more information contact Brian
Rountree. brountree@RRC.CA or at 204-949-8476.
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Editor’s Message
By Mona-Lynne Ayotte, Teacher-Librarian, Institut collégial Vincent Massey Collegiate
For the last few weeks I have been
looking so forward to attending an
author workshop sponsored by the
DREF with David Bouchard. I love
to hear the stories of authors and how
their books come into being as well as
how they chose to present their work
in new and innovative ways.
David Bouchard, whom my sister insists looks like Sean Connery,
charmed us in so many delightful
ways – he not only sang and read to
us, but he played a number of Native American flutes enticing us into
a world beyond literature and into
the world of the Métis culture. He
reminded us that we are forgetting

to sing and play our French Canadian and
Métis songs, and in looking into his Indigenous history he records those songs as part
of the materials in his books.
Raina Telgemeier’s presentation was
amazing – she taught me a new way to present graphic novels and as you will see in the
article about her, she lets the young children
be stars in her readings. Perhaps you can too!
Lisa Moore taught me to get the group selfie
out of the way right from the beginning
making everyone feel a part of her presentation early on. Lisa captures the soul of a sixteen teenager with such freshness and angst
and the audience is rap to ask her questions
at the end of her presentation about the writing process.
I am ever so thankful as always for Harriet Zaidman’s contributions and the latest
one honours the work of W. P. Kinsella.
Other self-published authors have contributed articles about their most recent books,
and one which is all the way from England!
The library bus tours on MTS PD day
were an incredible success with one administrator saying it was his favourite ever
professional development day! For those
looking for another makerspace idea, check
out the article on Cheek Face Painting and

the guest article by Diana Hartmeier
about Clowns as Ambassadors of Joy.
And finally, we update you on news
from the Canadian School Library.
They have recently applied for charitable status as they carry on serving
Canadian librarians in their continued
and developing roles.
Recently at a Sustainability workshop with LSF, Judy Harland, a professor at Waterloo encouraged everyone to start writing about what they
are doing in the classrooms. It happened after all of the participants from
15 different school divisions shared
what they taught and which extracurricular activities they also guide in
their schools. Hearing this made so
many of us want to connect with each
other to share ideas and to just talk.
I would like to encourage you to consider sharing with others what you do
in classrooms or when you attend PD–
your ideas truly inspire others. Writing
helps to keep a record of what works
and what could work for others who
want to develop successful and interesting library spaces and relationships.
Enjoy!
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W.P. Kinsella – Insights into the Human Condition
By Harriet Zaidman

Canada lost a literary great in September, with the death of W. P. (William Patrick) Kinsella. The author of seven novels,
nineteen collections of short stories and
one volume of poetry, his career spanned
nearly 40 years and left a mark on our cultural landscape.
In my pre-book club years, I used to
read through a writer’s entire oeuvre before moving on to the next. I didn’t get
through all of Kinsella’s collection, but in
going over the list of his titles I realized I
had read eighteen of his books; I loved every single one of them. He showed insight
into human condition and knew how to
express people’s thoughts and longings.
Moreover, he used wry humour to convey
his insight.
The book that made Kinsella famous
is Shoeless Joe, which became the movie
Field of Dreams, starring Kevin Costner.
The story is about a farmer burdened by
debt, whose livelihood and family are
saved by long-deceased legendary baseball greats (and his dad) who show up at
night to play a game in the middle of the
farmer’s cornfield.
It’s a pretty sentimental story, but
my favourites were The Winter Helen
Dropped By, Box Socials, Born Indian,
Moccasin Telegraph, The Miss Hobbema
Pageant and Dance Me Outside, among
others. To me, these books captured what
it’s like to live on the prairies, how The
Depression changed people, the voice of
the various ethnic groups that populated
farm communities – the Ukrainians, the
Germans, the Norwegians and the British,
the goings-on that made even the tiniest
town a hotbed of gossip and maneuvering.
I also noted that he understood the challenge First Nations people had to try and
live a normal life in a society where they

were marginalized from birth.
Kinsella
made
their plight a
theme in many of
the above-named
books.
Kinsella was a
masterful writer.
His stories wove
in and out. They
digressed and pivoted, back-filled and
jumped ahead for
paragraphs and pages – only to come back
to the point in time in the plot. He used
repetition as a tool – liberally – to establish a storyteller’s primacy. in The Winter Helen Dropped By, farm boy Jamie
O’Day narrates events as he saw them.
As a child in sleepy, rural Alberta postworld War II, Jamie has all the time in the
world. He wants to imprint his version of
events and his meaning to the adults supposedly listening to his story.
In our family, the summer Jamie
damn near drowned was preceded by
the winter Helen dropped by, which was
preceded by the summer of the reconstituted wedding, preceded by Rosemary’s
winter…It was actually the summer after the winter Helen dropped by that I
truly began to measure the events of my
life by the season, in spite of regularly
reading the three-week-old editions of
the Toronto Star Weekly that were supposed to keep me in touch with reality.
For me, that summer became the
summer White Chaps murdered his
wife, just as another winter, not the
winter Helen dropped by, was remembered for the time when Rosemary, my
almost sister, touched my hand.

In narrating the story as he
does, Jamie describes the life and
events in his unhappily-named
community, Fark, and the Six
Towns Area. It’s a rich history;
telling it from a child’s point of
view gives Kinsella the chance
to point out ironies that would
otherwise be swept under the
rug. Jamie’s innocence adds
humour and a touch of poignancy to his recollections.
Kinsella’s love of baseball
usually surfaces one way or another, even
if it’s not a major theme. But that’s how Jamie’s dad ended up in Canada, an American player who moved north to play on an
Edmonton team.
Injuries from a car accident in 1997
sidelined Kinsella for many years. He
found it difficult to concentrate, but he did
manage to play Scrabble on-line. Finally,
he was able to put his words together, producing Butterfly Winter in 2012. His hiatus hadn’t robbed him of his talent. Butterfly Winter is an excellent example of his
writing, a commentary on modern society
in which crack Latino baseball players are
treated like dirt despite their talent.
Participating in a book club means I
read widely, which is a good thing. But
sometimes I press ‘pause’ on the club
and settle into an author whose work is
so riveting I can’t let go. W.P. Kinsella is
an author whose writing was consistently
strong throughout his career. He dealt
with important topics that
touched my heart. Most of his stories
are set in Canada, which taught me a lot
about how people lived at different times.
I’m just sorry I haven’t read them all.
I think it’s time to press that button
again.
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To be the Floral Emblem
By Joseph J. Gajdosik

To Be The Floral Emblem was prepared
and published in celebration of Canada’s
150th anniversary in 2017. It is mainly a
collection of poetry focusing on Canada’s
13 provincial and territorial floral emblems. The book is 60 pages in length and
is printed in colour on glossy paper. Each
poem is accompanied by pictures showing
the flowers in detail and as they grow in
their natural habitats (see attached pictures). Following each poem is a narrative
about the flower (“On the Bloom”) and a
brief history of its region (“Bits of History”). Accompanying each poem is the outline of a vector map of Canada delineating
the position and size of each region. It is
currently only available in paperback and
not as an e-book.

The Creative Process
I’ve enjoyed writing poetry for many
years and, as a teacher of biology, have
always felt a kinship to the natural world
around me. My first composition for this
collection was a poem about my home
province’s floral emblem, the Manitoba
Prairie Crocus. A poem about Nunavut’s Purple Saxifrage followed shorty
after. This led to the decision to compose
a poem for each of Canada’s floral emblems. My poem about Quebec’s recently
selected Blue Flag Iris completed the set
of 13. In my poems, the flowers are often
personified, revealing their animation in
their environment, their endurance and
role in their region’s history, and their interaction/relationship with the First Nations peoples of Canada.
Prior to my decision to publish my set
of floral emblem poems in a book, I submitted three of the poems to the Retired
Teachers Association of Manitoba, which
published them at different times in their

quarterly newsletter. (I retired in 1994
after teaching high school biology for 30
years.) I also sought feedback on the poems from family and friends. Then, when
the Canadian government announced the
celebration of Canada’s 150th anniversary
in 2017, my sister encouraged me to join
in and publish the book.
I approached a small publishing company in Toronto about publication, but
the owners were in the process of downsizing and declined the manuscript without
seeing it. They weren’t interested in a book
of poetry regardless of the topic and said
that even if they had accepted it, publication would take a minimum of two years.
After discussions with local book publishers also proved unsuccessful, I began to
research self-publishing.
I decided to proceed in January of
2015, venturing into new, unfamiliar territory. To help with the task, I hired a local graphic artist at All Nations Print and
secured the services of an editor. It was
my editor who suggested “to be the floral
emblem” as the book’s title after reading
those words in my poem about the Pacific
Dogwood. I discovered early on that there
is a steep learning curve to the editing
process and to self-publication and learning had to take place quickly while the
book was still evolving.
As the book evolved, additional materials (“On the Bloom” and “Bits of History”) were added, and I spent a lot of
time searching for and securing the rights

to appropriate pictures. Finally, in April
of 2016, with the book’s ISBN and copyright registration secured, To Be The Floral Emblem was published at All Nations
Print in Winnipeg, MB.

The Poetic Journey
As an example of its format and content, here is one of the poems’ opening
lines. The poetic journey begins in British
Columbia, with its Pacific Dogwood:
Lured by the sirens beauty, enticed by
the mountain’s lure,
Then northward to the Yukon
To the stunning Fireweed,
A river beauty, so you are,
A jewel from a polar star.
Next is Alberta with its Wild Rose:
“The thorny stem belies your delicate pink
array. “Then to Saskatchewan to meet the
Prairie Lily where: “The sunset of the western sky is blazoned in your crown.” Up to
the Northwest Territories, to trek the land
of the Mountain Avens, “On scarred alpine slopes, on harsh mean terrain, “and
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then down to Manitoba for the Crocus of
the prairie, Patches of winter still adorn
the barren ground.” Next the Purple Saxifrage of Nunavut beckons, “In a land beyond the tree line, Bound within an arctic
clime.” Now eastward to Ontario’s woods,
for the Trillium: “In forest glades, in shadows rent, In numbers counting millions”,
and yet further east, to unique Quebec,
graced with the Blue Flag Iris, symbolically viewed on: “A staff atop the citadel
hoists your icon high.” Next to Labrador
and Newfoundland in search of the Pitcher Plant, as ever, “An insidious flower on
the bog, Born of mists, shrouded in fog.”
Lastly we arrive at the Maritimes. There
Nova Scotia presents its prized Mayflower
of its spring, “Barely the winds whisk the
winter away,” while New Brunswick summons its Purple Violet, noting that: “Neither the forest nor can the meadow bring,
This purple regalia to this Maritimes’
spring.” Across the Confederation Bridge
to be greeted by the Pink Lady’s Slipper
of Prince Edward Island, now a princess.”

VOLUME 44 NUMBER 1 FALL 2016

Under the lofty canopy of leaves, Beneath
the boughs of spruce and maple trees, The
peerless orchid of this princely isle”, and
so the tour of Canada ends.

After The Launch
To be a first-time author at the age of 80
— after writing poetry from time to time
— is an accomplishment that fills me with
pride. McNally Robinson was the first to accept the book on a consignment basis. On
June 7, 2016, I successfully launched the
book at McNally Robinson’s Grant Park location. To Be The Floral Emblem has since
been accepted for sale at Indigo Books, Fort
Whyte Alive, the Assiniboine Zoo boutique,
and the Forks Trading Co. The Manitoba
Museum of Human Rights and Chapters
Books have also expressed interest.
I recently forwarded a copy of the book
to Canadian Heritage Minister, Mélanie
Joly and received written confirmation of
its receipt. Upon review of the book, the
federal government granted me permis-

sion to grace the cover with the official
“Canada 150” logo.

Why It’s Right For Manitoba School
Libraries
As a presentation of Canada’s floral emblems, my book may be considered unique
as the emblems are not only presented in
poetic form, but are personified as living
sociable members of the land and its history, living in the environment as its inhabitants do. It is educational from that point
of view, but may also prompt Canadians
to learn about floral emblems other than
their own. It is likely that many Canadians are not knowledgeable about our provincial/territorial floral emblems, which
may especially be true with the increasing
flow of new Canadians joining our communities. To Be The Floral Emblem could
serve as a useful tool for teachers of civics,
history, and poetry alike, as information is
also provided on provincial and territorial
flags, crests and/or coats of arms, mottos
and their meanings, and capital cities.

Tiny Toba’s Gold Star Gratitude Revealed
Linda Szyszkowski
A journey unlike any other taps
into a message so powerful it will
positively impact your world. Secret
Adventures of Tiny Toba, Gold Star
Gratitude, First Journey takes readers
on exactly that. Open the cover to reveal a breathtaking treasure map that
spans across North America. As the
readers dive into the pages, the real
background photography brings the
multicultural characters to life.
Author and Illustrator Linda
Szyszkowski worked together with
Graphic Designer Daniel Clement to
allow the creative pages to come alive
with the elements of excitement. Hid-

Lost Prizes International
Publication Award 2016
presented to:
Secret Adventures of Tiny Toba
Gold Star Gratitude, First Journey
Lost Prizes International does
not bestow its Publication Award
lightly – nominated books are assessed by a panel of eminent scholars from universities across the
world. In this case, they were intrigued by Tiny Toba’s adventures, and felt the
notion of “Gold Star Gratitude” would resonate with early, middle, and senior
years’ children and youth. As well, many comments were received about the positive, warm tone of this well-laid-out, beautifully illustrated volume.
— Presented by the Dean
of Education: Ken McCluskey, University of Winnipeg
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Murder By The Book! Bringing Sherlock
Holmes to life in secondary school libraries
Robert Gillespie, United Kingdom
Secondary school librarians and English departments across the United Kingdom have been providing a new library-based challenge for their
students this year: solving a murder!
Using the materials provided in Box Clever Education’s recently released murder mystery kit ‘Murder by the Book’, school libraries have
been turned into crime scenes. The kit provides everything that is required, from the clues and scenario, to support materials such as crime
scene tape, promotional posters and student support documents, allowing schools to set up their crime scene within an hour with minimal
preparation.
The activity is delivered in three main stages. After completing the warmup ‘Detective Exam’, student teams visit the crime scene and investigate
the 44 different clues within a set time limit, working together to uncover
the truth about how a librarian’s assistant met with a suspicious end. With
three plausible suspects in the frame (including the librarian) and a number of red herrings to lead teams astray, the activity challenges students
to ensure that all clues are carefully examined, recorded and cross-referenced. After visiting the crime scene, teams are encouraged to pool their

den within the pages, Tiny Toba encourages Gratitude Detectives of
all ages to uncover their own personal Gratitude. Readers take a moment to stop and reflect when they are presented with the question,
“What brings you Gold Star Gratitude?”
This book is a perfect addition to every school library as it is
linked into the Kindergarten to grade 12 curriculum with a fun interactive lesson plan and worksheets that create an abundant wealth
of Gratitude Givers within every school.
The March 2016 release of Secret Adventures of Tiny Toba became an instant best seller, leading to a book signing tour across
Canada. The media coverage on CTV Morning Show, newspapers
and radio stations has shared the positive impact of taking on an Attitude of Gratitude. Stay tuned in, as Tiny Toba will be an upcoming
feature on CBC!
The husband and wife team, shared that one of their biggest
dreams is to have this book in every Manitoba School Library. Are
you willing to bring the positive effect of Gold Star Gratitude into
your school library?
The 100% made in Manitoba book, Secret Adventures of Tiny
Toba, stock #16195 is now available to be ordered through Manitoba
Learning Resource Centre, also formerly known as Manitoba Textbook Bureau. (ww.tinytoba.com)

ideas and formulate theories
as to who did
it, why, how and also how the remaining two suspects could be proven innocent. The final stage of the activity requires student teams to provide a detailed solution,
either in written form or as a verbal presentation. Once all
solutions have been submitted and the best overall response
has been chosen, a PowerPoint-based solution is provided
to fully explain how the crime was committed.
The mystery is based upon a generic plotline suitable for
any English speaking secondary school and is specifically
designed to encourage the development of literacy, group
communication and lateral thinking skills, in a fun and
engaging manner. In particular, students are challenged to
read into the wording of the clues (the majority of which
are text-based) and carefully cross-reference information,
deciding upon what is important and what should be discarded. The challenge of solving the mystery also encourages fantastic constructive discussions between students
and mimics the team-based problem solving requirements
of a large number of future careers.
‘Murder by the Book’ is a very flexible activity, with differentiated materials helping schools successfully deliver it
to different ages and abilities. It has been used in a number
of different ways so far, including:
• A competitive pastoral competition between student
house/year groups
• An activity to complement English departmental modules
on detective stories, creative writing or speaking skills
• A promotional activity for a school library’s stock of detective/mystery novels
• A special challenge for a school’s most able students
• A summer school activity for new-intake students
In order to cater for different requirements and budgets,
‘Murder by the Book’ is available in two different forms: a
boxed kit that provides absolutely everything required or a
digital version from which schools can print all key materials.
A range of detailed product information, including
delivery guidance, product contents, skills maps, demonstration photos and testimonials is available on Box Clever
Education’s website. If you would like find out more please
visit: http://www.boxclevereducation.com.
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Stories expand perspective in FRC’s human library
By Danielle Da Silva, Staff Reporter, The Sou’Wester. Reprinted with permission.

Students are opening the pages of a
new type of book at their local library.
Aboriginal Youth Opportunities!
(AYO!) founder Michael Champagne (far
right) speaks with Fort Richmond Collegiate students in the library about his work
as a community activist in the North End.
On Oct. 24, Fort Richmond Collegiate
(FRC) hosted its second human library,
inviting a dozen members of Manitoba’s
Indigenous community into the school for
a novel exchange of information.
Human libraries are an opportunity
for students of all kinds to ask questions
of experts in a particular field. People become the books within a human library,
sharing their knowledge, experience, perspective, and stories with others who are
curious to learn more.
According to organizers with FRC’s
human library, one of the main goals is for
students to make connections with people
they wouldn’t otherwise have the chance
to meet.
This year’s event was put on by Grade
12 students Prasansa Subedi and Savini
Anarakoon, who are also co-chairs of the
school’s Amnesty International group.
According to Anarakoon, following
last year’s successful human library on
mental health, they wanted to provide an
opportunity for students to learn more
about Indigenous issues — a topic she says
her peers aren’t too familiar with.
Over the course of the afternoon, 120
students visited with speakers, including
Danielle Mondor, Lorne Keeper, Steve
Greyeyes, and Michael Champagne, who
answered questions about their professions, accomplishments, and activism.
They also touched on issues of racism,
poverty, colonization, residential schools,
and truth and reconciliation.

“Because our school is
so diverse and we have
so many different
cultures we don’t
really think about
racism because we’re
exposed to so many
cultures,” Anarakoon
explained. “But
we’re not actually
exposed as much to
Indigenous Issues. So
a lot of students in
our school, including
me, don’t really think Aboriginal Youth Opportunities! (AYO!) founder Michael Champagne
about those kind of (far right) speaks with Fort Richmond Collegiate stu¬dents in the
things, so I think it library about his work as a community activist in the North End.
was good to be exposed
to (a different) side of
Winnipeg.”
While questions and
prompts were provided
to students if they needed
them, Subedi said students were encouraged to
speak openly and freely
with the human books
to broaden their understanding and perspective.
Nikki Muswaggon speaks to students at Fort Richmond Collegiate on Oct. 24, 2016
as part of the school’s human library.
“Some of the questions were, how has your ethnicity affected your life? Or for example
how do you think we have progressed in terms of reconciliation in Canada? Or, what are
some of the biggest issues facing the Indigenous community today?” Subedi said.
“Some of our peers who are part of the Amnesty group also participated in the event
and they said it was touching,” she added. “Someone said to me that because we live in
the south end of the city we’re not exposed to many of the issues as much as if we lived in
other parts of the city.”
Both Subedi and Anarakoon believe the human library helped students at FRC develop empathy and consider the systematic and cyclical nature of the challenges Indigenous communities face each day. They say the sharing of first-hand perspectives sparked
a discussion that will continue into the future.
“We found that the students were really touched by the stories. We talked to the teachers who brought their classes down and afterwards they had a really good discussion in
class,” Anarakoon said. “So I think it created good discussion on issues.”
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Cheek Face Painting as a Makerspace
Mona-Lynne Ayotte
Earlier this fall, my sister Michèle
Cadieux, a Social Worker with the Red
River Valley School Division, asked me to
attend a fund-raising event for the Children’s Hospital Birthday Fundraiser. The
organizers, one of which was also another
social worker with the RRVSD had invited her and my young great nieces (who
incidentally made it on CTV News as a
result) to the breakfast event. As part of
the event, many had volunteered their
time to provide a number of fun activities:
painting on tiles, bowling, jumping in an
inflatable house, squishing through fabric
tubes, walking on a balance beam and
face painting to name a few. Catherine
Laing, Dance Teacher from École River
Heights was one of the face painting volunteers. I asked Catherine if she would
be interested in coming to my school to
do a basic face-painting workshop. She
would have loved too, however, she was
employed in the Winnipeg School Division. The other wonderful woman who
was face painting, Paula of Paula’s Face
Painting, had a day job and she too could
not come to do a basic introductory workshop. Eventually, thanks to some help,
Deanna Hartmier’s name and contact information was forwarded to me. I could
not have been more pleased, realizing I
had met her last year at the grand opening of new Bank of Montreal in South St.
Vital. When she opened her kit at school,
it was at this point I recognized having
met her at the Bank of Montreal opening.
With Deanna’s help, I began to organize this basic introductory workshop to
interested students. I created posters, went
to art, choir, dance, career, and musical
theatre classes to introduce our first hands
on makerspace mentor workshop at Vincent Massey Collegiate. For over a year, I
have prepared myself in a number of ways
for makerspaces, from reading books,
visiting websites and attending hands-

on Pembina Trails School divisional PD
with Heather Eby and David Wall. We set
a noon-hour date that would be prior to
Halloween as our intention was to set up at
noon outside the library a free face painting experience for our VMC students and
staff. We held it in our library bubble with
both interested staff and students.
Makerspace activities take time to
organize – you need time beyond your
school day to find and purchase supplies
and to advertise your makerspace. Luckily, I had earlier in my career been an Enrichment Co-ordinator for an Elementary
Junior High School. I applied the skill
set learned there to organizing this makerspace activity. I created a poster for the
school, an FAQ for students, and a registration form whereby I charged each
student $10.00. The cost would not cover
the workshop fee, but it would guarantee
a form of commitment by the high school
students. As well two staff, one an EA and
another our French Immersion theatre
teacher expressed interest in taking the
workshop. I asked my principal if it would
be acceptable to also include staff in this
teaching workshop, and he said absolutely
YES. Makerspaces of this nature allow for
everyone to learn regardless of age, position, or experience making what George
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Couros states in his book The Innovators
Mindset, a way for teachers and staff to
become Innovators themselves.
I gathered six makeup books mostly
from the Winnipeg Public Library and a
DVD to view and read so I would know
more about the purchase of materials and
the set-up needs. One of my major concerns was buying cosmetic grade makeup. Luckily as part of this process, Deanna
also sells her makeup and brushes making
a purchase order process much easier. We
decided to order three basic kits, a group
of brushes, three rainbow palettes, sponges, and cosmetic grade glitter which is
produced in a hexagonal shape to protect
one’s eyes. I also purchased extra brushes
from Artists’ Emporium as I had more
students than kits available. Furthermore,
we would need water, baby wipes from
Costco (they have the best list of ingredients to use on faces according to Deanna),
containers for the water, towels for putting
over clothes, clothespins to attach them,
treats, photocopied colour artwork, page
protectors to practice the swirls and designs, and two stools.
Deanna is a seasoned instructor and
we asked her to focus on cheek art. I believed this would be faster than doing a
whole face if we had too many students
on Halloween wanting their face painted.
I learned that full faces are actually easier
because sponges make for quick application. Deanna taught students using a
colour photocopy of basic designs how
to use the brushes to make the designs.
Students used the inside of their arms to
practice. Art students may seem to have
an advantage, but Deanna made it clear
that anyone could learn and so students
came from all different interests and subject areas. She covered a lot in one hour!
I asked the students for immediate feedback about what they had learned and
Tyler O. made me laugh out loud. He
clearly and emphatically stated this answer to the question: “What did you learn
today?” EVERYTHING! We learned how
some people are sensitive to lanolin and
so Deanna knows which makeup to use
for them. We learned to test makeup on

the client’s inner arms to see if they might
have a reaction. We learned to wipe away
the makeup with the Costco baby wipes
and not individual clothes which cannot
be used on the next person one works
with when face painting. We cut our fan
brushes so they could create sparkly rainbow butterflies. We were taught that the
best black and white paint comes from a
company named Wolfe. And we saw so
much transformation and joy.
I had acquired a lot of knowledge by
reading the books and viewing the DVD
but almost everything Deanna shared with
us was not in those books. She is an excellent teacher and connects readily with students. She is patient and directive while
encouraging. The results of this workshop
were stupendous. As the workshop ended
two students came in to find their Educational Assistant Helen T. and asked Deanna
if she would paint their faces. This was not
part of the workshop fee, but I have to say,
that this act of kindness went beyond the
call of duty. These two young ladies were
so thrilled and thankful. They felt special.
On Halloween we set up in the school’s
main foyer (I had students timetables as
we set up according to their spares, teacher
permissions and noon hour), and students
as well as teachers volunteered for free
face-painting. I quickly learned the students thought they had to pay, and made
a sign saying: FREE FACE-PAINTING.
Students from our Lifeskills program
loved the tiny little butterflies and face
pumpkins. Despite experimenting with
only a few design strokes at the workshop,
our face painters were willing to explore
and to paint upon request designs students asked of them. The big theme of the
day appeared to be The Day of the Dead.
Our Spanish teacher, Mr. Ken Neil, was
one of the first volunteers with Noah being his artiste of the day. Mr. Neill and
Noah set the tone for others to be bravely
painted in full face.
One of the pleasant outcomes was the
desire of other students to also want to
learn. They might not have heard the announcements, seen the posters, or been
introduced via a class. Why this maker-

space is so special, is that once the students learn, they can teach others the basic procedures which includes not mixing
black and white brushes in the make-up
palette – black dirties the white and you
need a sponge to clean that up. Teachers
who were able to walk by at noon hour
and administrators who always are in our
hallways at noon witnessed student empowerment and joy. I had so many comments on how this was such a wonderful
activity and how they wanted it repeated
next year. Our last “customer” of the day
became Mrs. Sonja MacAulay, a Physical Education Teacher. Apparently her
daughter had decided she would dress up
on Halloween in honour of the Day of the
Dead. Sonja asked if one of the students
could paint her face – Arista volunteered.
Arista used her Smart Phone to find a picture and once agreed upon she turned her
talents to creating a bold representation
of whites, fuchsias, and scalloped black.
When Mrs. MacAulay got home, her
daughter looked at her and said: “Mom,
no fair! That’s soooo Good!”
Where does the group of makers go
from here? We would like to offer their
services to our elementary schools, as
volunteers in the community, and for upcoming sporting and school spirit TAG
events. Breanna, who is Ms. McIntyre’s
art class, was given the task to create a
stencil of our Trojan symbol. I actually
had no clue how we could do this without farming out to a laser stencil company
our Trojan symbol. She said she would
come down and take the reduced copies
of the Trojan symbol that we pasted on
Bristol board and use an Exacto knife in
Ms. McIntyre’s fifth period art class to
create a hand-made stencil. She completed
8 stencils for us and we look forward to
using them in our next sporting event. I
left this in Breanna’s trusted hands to innovate and to explore, and she did it! A
true makerspace outcome.
If you would like to contact Deanna
for your school, please find her information after this article as she so graciously
agreed to write an article about the false
fear most people have regarding clowns.
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Masked Vs Reality: Clowns as Ambassadors of Joy
Informative piece and article contribution by Deanna “Dee Dee” Hartmier, Professional Winnipeg Clown

A message from the Editor:
Recently in the media, clowns have been ill portrayed. Having had Deanna, a
professional clown in Manitoba at my high school for a makerspace face painting
make-up introduction workshop, I asked her if she could write an article for our
journal to educate teachers on this topic. This piece does not reflect the opinions
of this journal or editor, but is meant as offering a point of view by a professional
clown who goes into schools to help properly educate staff and students on her
clowning profession. I am so thankful for her contribution and education of
myself and our students in this process.

Before Halloween 2016 there were
a number of stories in the media about
masked individuals scaring people.
This craziness began from a hoax. Two
children in South Carolina claimed they
had seen a clown trying to take children
into the woods. The police investigation
found that there were no clowns and the
story was made up. The unfortunate part
was how social media and people believing
the hoax was real, spread this story around
as a true story; it was however fake and untrue. Flagging hoaxes and fake news has
become most recently a concern as it is so
difficulty to “filter out fake news in real
time (CBSNews, November 17, 2016).”
Other people wanting their so called 15
minutes of fame also made up more hoaxes and fake news reports. As some people
thought it was funny, some people even
decided to start dressing up like a clown
and to being scaring people. They chose
to continue using scary clown masks. The
media then had to investigate and report
this “phenomenon.” To sell their stories
and papers, they used headlines by personifying it and calling them “clowns”.
When some people see someone doing
something silly, drive stupidly, act up in
class, or behave badly like some recent

politicians, they often call them down by
referring to them as clowns. There is no
make-up or masks on any of these people.
The term “clown” is being used symbolically to describe these people and their
behaviour; none of them are real highly
trained professional clowns. Congruently,
if I were to put on a Darth Vader mask,
hockey mask, firefighter or policeman
uniform etc., it would be understood that
these masks do not make me any of these
people. If a person was dressed in a policeman uniform to commit a crime, the media would have reported that that person
was impersonating a policeman. As the
stories were being spread, the media fed
into the frenzy by calling them clowns.
Most of these were teens in masks. They
were not clowns!

Where does the fear
of clowns come from?
I have met only a few people that truly
had a fear of clowns. Two of those I have
met had been sexually violated by someone impersonating a clown. Most older
children, teens or adults enjoy meeting
real clowns and play it up. Often one person might say they are afraid of clowns
and the others just follow with the same

statement. Some do it for the attention or
think it is funny to repeat this statement.
However, many can look at a skeleton
or zombie face and be perfectly fine but
upon seeing a red nose on a clown become
afraid of clowns and begin crying. Really?? In fact many have played this game
of fear so long that they have convinced
themselves they are afraid.
I have had a number say they are afraid
of clowns because of Stephen King’s movie “It”. Most have not even watched the
entire movie and still make this statement.
I have spoken with many of these teens (I
could be in full clown make-up, now are
they really scared?) and ask them: “Do
you mean to tell me you are afraid of every
single clown because of a fictional Hollywood actor playing a character? As they
reply yes, I say: “Then you must be afraid
of your family. There are more movies of
family members killing family, and many
of the movies are based on fact. Another
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People need
to be educated
on the difference
between masks
and reality.

example I use when speaking with teens
is a movie where a man beats a woman.
Does that mean you are afraid of every
man? How many are afraid of a man in
a hockey mask from watching Friday the
13th’s movie “Jason?” I usually get a deer
in the headlight look as I have pointed out
a very true fact. Just because one person
hurts another or does something wrong
in movies or books for example, it doesn’t
mean we are not necessarily afraid of all
of them. I use these examples to prove
that they are tapping into fear, generalized anxiety and poor media representation. With proper education, we can help
them to see that real professionally trained
clowns would never scare them. They recognize the value of introducing themselves
in a proper context and in a proper way.
There are some young children that
may cry the first time they see a clown
or Santa. They need time to get used to
them as they are strangers. For example:
when parents want a Christmas picture
they often push the child towards the
Santa Claus in order to get this picture. If
that parent shoved the child onto anyone
that quickly, with or without make-up, the
child will generally cry. Now it depends
on how the parent reacts to the child that
can create the fear. An example: A parent

wants a picture with Santa. It will often
take the child sometimes 3 or 4 times that
season to get that perfect picture. They
will take them every year so the child gets
over the fear. However, after the first meeting with a clown, the parent will often be
heard saying: “Oh, she / he is afraid of
clowns.” Now they are labeling that child
so they grow up with a fear and don’t really know why. Another challenge I have
faced and seen is people think it is funny,
so they may do a fake scream in front of
children. Again, this reaffirms this fear to
a child. This is based on psychology. Years
ago, I worked at a bank and was robbed
by 4 men with sawed off shot guns (one
of the guns was a foot away from my face)
wearing ski masks. This was very real and
traumatic. I have every reason to be afraid
of people wearing these masks. Yet, as an
adult I am able to not make a big issue
about others wearing ski masks. I don’t
run away screaming whenever I see these
worn. I don’t say aloud: “that’s a robber!”
I have been able to re-program myself into
knowing that it may hold a fear due to my
memory, but I can layer a new memory
and not tag this on to everyone wearing
masks of this nature. When I speak to children, their teachers and parents, I make
sure they understand the context involved

in meeting professional clowns. It is quite
different. Once this education takes place,
most of the children and teens are able to
put this into proper perspective.

The Challenge
Due to these hoaxes, people thinking it
is funny to wear masks to scare others and
the media or anyone portraying the fear,
the situation has not been handled well.
Many people believe these masked perpetrators are real clowns. Media, parents,
schools and even the police have warned
against clowns and restricting them, creating more fear as this craziness has now
travelled around the globe. They have
condemned the whole profession and all
clowns because of a few people wearing a
scary mask from a fictional movie or TV
show. My goal in my school delivered program through LAFS Canada is to remind
others that they shouldn’t be spoiling the
good wholesome fun for someone else. My
program focuses on fire safety and not being bullied by others.

A Solution
People see how a clown may be treated
on a cartoon, television or movie or how
others step on their feet or even hit them.
Would they go up to an actor that plays
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a bad man in a movie then hit or stab
them or run away because it was done in
a movie?
People think it is funny but they forget
clowns are real people doing a job. They
could be doing shows, walking around,
doing magic, balloons or face painting for
everyone’s enjoyment. Everyone should be
treated with respect. The make-up that is
used is to highlight expressions. Every actor uses makeup and costuming for movies, television or theatre. Clown costumes
may be brightly colored to stand out in the
crowd. Nonetheless, it is a clowns working
uniform.

The role education plays
People need to be educated on the difference between masks and reality. It does
not matter what a person wears, whether
it is masks, make-up, uniforms or costumes. Any danger a person experiences
needs to be reported and it is well advised
they also seek help. Do not assume that,
just because the person is in costume, they
are going to cause harm. Most times as a
clown I am working in an open situation
at an event that has hired me, and so there
are other adults around helping the children to navigate the fun times. As I stated
earlier, if a parent or teacher remains neutral, and allows me to do my job which is
to entertain them, the child or teen will
be made aware that this is a safe situation
that happens to make them laugh.
A concerned parent recently contacted
me after his daughter had come home
from school scared as they said there were
kids murdered by scary clowns in Winnipeg, Manitoba. As a concerned and
responsible parent, he felt this was wrong
information and did his own research. He
found there were no murders. He tried
to calm her down. He then told her he
would contact a real professional clown as
he heard me speak on a local radio station.
He asked if I would meet with his daughter. A few days later without my costume
on, we met. I answered her questions, had
some fun and painted her face. She was
very happy to meet me and felt much bet-

ter about the wrong information she had
heard. (And to boot, dad also liked the
fact that his girl said: “Daddy was right!”).
I commend this caring father. He went
against the media and all the misinformation, to teach his child correctly without
feeding the fear. He was also going to
contact his daughter's school and let them
know I would be willing to speak with all
the children.
If only more people reacted in a responsible manner and did not feed into
the mass hysteria, maybe this would have
been stopped before it got so out of hand.

Real Clowns
I am a professionally trained clown and
have taught and performed around the
world. There is so much to learn about
this profession. It takes years of learning,
practice and experience. Clowns need to
be ethnically correct, politically correct
and need to know how to handle a variety of situations. Also if the person goes
into a specialized field, they have to get
further education. Areas that require further education are for teaching, working
in a hospital, Christian clowning, safety
clowning, missions, circuses and more. I
have had education in all these areas. I do
specialize in safety, which means I have
been trained by fire and police professionals. That way we ensure the messages the
professionals want taught to the students
are correct.
Clowns, while some may still be learning the art, are performers. They are ambassadors of joy and here to provide entertainment. We connect with people and
show vulnerabilities. Why is it that people
laugh over someone who trips and falls? It
is because we all have done that and felt
silly. Everyone can relate. Clowns are caring performers. It has also been proven
that clowns have helped in the medical
field, traumatic situations, and overall
well-being. While I was in India, we visited a young girl in the brain cancer ward.
She had been non-responsive for over 2
months. I applied some of the techniques
I had learned for hospital clowning. Her
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eyes moved, a little bit later, she smiled. As
we left, she waved good-bye. Talk about
an amazing feeling! Her parents were crying tears of joy. Two days later, her father
brought her to our show. She actually
walked up on stage for pictures and I got a
hug from her. You can’t explain the feeling
of this miracle. This is just one amazing
personal story from many I have experienced over the years. This is what clowning is about, making a difference. If we
can make someone forget their problems
for a moment and bring a smile, then you
know this profession is worthwhile. There
is so much more to being a clown. After
all, Laughter is the Best Medicine!
LAFS Canada is a registered charity:
www.lafscanada.ca. Puff and Dee Dee are
professional Winnipeg clowns that go into
schools and teach about life, bullyin and
fire safety. They would be willing to come
and speak with your students about this
topic, apply our cosmetically safe make-up
on one of us or someone of your choosing.
If a child indicates some fear remind
them that school is a safe zone and would
not put anyone at risk. If there is any apprehension, a student may be placed closer
to the back and centre in the audience or
next to their teacher. As we perform, we
tell them it is like watching a movie or
theatre production. When they see there is
no harm and the rest of the classmates are
having fun, it will help to ease their fears.
It has been proven that using edutainment and teaching in character improves
the memory retention of the positive messages. Please contact Dee Dee for further
information and workshops.
— Deanna “Dee Dee” Hartmier,2015
Clown of the Year,
World Clown Association
2013-2015 President,
World Clown Association
www.deedeetheclown.com
www.lafscanada.ca
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Lisa Moore: Anyone who writes is a writer!
Mona-Lynne Ayotte, Teacher-Librarian
with Cathrine Wall, ELA teacher Vincent Massey Collegiate

Flannery

Every year, Ms. Cathrine Wall, ELA
and Creating Writing Club teacher invites via the Winnipeg Writers’ Thin Air
Festival an author to speak to our students
in our school library. This year we had the
pleasure of welcoming Lisa Moore, author
of Flannery and Alligator.
Lisa engages the audience immediately with her encouraging words: “Anyone
who writes is a writer!” This surprises a few
students. They see published writers as accomplished and wonder if they can ever
attain and meet that standard. Lisa makes
them believe they can achieve a goal like
hers if they write and tell stories. She reminds them that every day after school,
they tell stories. Our lives are filled with
stories of these kinds, stories which can inspire us to write fictionally about the lives
of teens in a realistic and endearing way.
Lisa does something very different from
the many authors I have heard. She begins
by reading a number of sections from her
book. At first, the listener wonders why,
but as the pieces begin to fit, she has literally introduced the characters, their
live and dilemmas. As a first attempt at
a Young Adult novel, she tells them her
writing goal was to capture what it was
like to be sixteen. She wants the voice of

her characters to have an authenticity of
expression and this becomes a sole purpose to her writing.
Lisa’s sentences are long, descriptive and
action-filled. Her words make the reader
feel like they are in the story with her characters experiencing the life of a 16 year
old. Her characters inside thoughts are exposed, and as a spectator it is difficult to
manage the outsider viewpoint. You feel
Flannery (who is the main character) is
madly in love, and you remember a time
when you were smitten in the same way.
She explains as she segways between
readings how friendships between girls
can be so intense and how they can form
future parts of your life, sometimes ending abruptly and without reason. . She
talks about focusing on a moment in your
life when something goes wrong and how
that moment replays itself over and over
like a bad YouTube video. She reads this
part in the book intentionally so that the
audience can grasp the characters dilemmas and situations. She tackles the issue
of financial insecurity when a family who
is on welfare cannot pay an electrical bill
during a cold month: “You will see your
breath – as you stand over the toaster!”
Her characters are involved in everyday
real activities – Felix is involved in Karate,

Sixteen-year-old Flannery
Malone has it bad. She’s been in
love with Tyrone O’Rourke since
the days she still believed in Santa
Claus. But Tyrone has grown
from a dorky kid into an outlaw
graffiti artist, the rebel-with-acause of Flannery’s dreams, literally too cool for school.
Which is a problem, since he
and Flannery are partners for the
entrepreneurship class that she
needs to graduate. And Tyrone’s
vanishing act may have darker
causes than she realizes.
Tyrone isn’t Flannery’s only
problem. Her mother, Miranda,
can’t pay the heating bills, let
alone buy Flannery’s biology
book. Her little brother, Felix, is
careening out of control. And her
best-friend-since-forever, Amber,
has fallen for a guy who is making her forget all about the things
she’s always cared most about
— Flannery included — leading
Amber down a dark and dangerous path of her own.
When Flannery decides to
make a love potion for her entrepreneurship project, rumors that
it actually works go viral, and she
suddenly has a hot commodity on
her hands. But a series of shattering events makes her realize that
real-life love is far more potent
— and potentially damaging —
than any fairy-tale prescription.
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he has a lot of energy but he is just not
good at Karate at this point in his life.
She tackles through this healthy storyline
with the fact that so many children in
Canada are facing obesity and that going
to a gym is expensive and unaffordable for
most families. She wants her young adolescent audience to be social engaged in
topics of poverty and food shortage. And
she wants them to feel through the longer
scenes how losing someone close to you is
devastating.
The storyline evolves as Flannery’s
mark in her entrepreneurial class will be
based on how well her love potion product will sell. The love potion is a gimmick
but to sell it, it must be packaged in beautiful bottles. Her byline for selling: “You
will long for them the rest of her your life
if you chose the RED POTION.” As she
reads, she does not avoid the darker parts
of life, topics like Internet shaming when
a picture you don’t want posted online of
your thirteen year old naked self is. She
discusses how she asked many sixteen
year olds to read the book as she wanted
to know if the topics and themes she included went too far. She took notes on
this book for ten years keeping a notebook in her purse at all times. She would
write inside her notebook and reflect on
her day covering many intense moments
one experiences in life. She shares how as
you get older “callouses form and you protect yourself from certain feelings and experiences.” Your past shapes your present
unless you can bring awareness to these
callouses shaving them away to make way
for what really matters. They have a history but they don’t have to be history.

The notebook
To budding authors, she suggests they
carry a notebook and write inside it of it
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whenever they have a spare minute. Originally wanting to be a visual artist, with a
degree from the Nova Scotia College of
Arts and Design, she found that watching
people’s gestures was very beneficial. Every
thirty seconds or so she noted a person’s
gestures changed. She would sketch them,
and then use that later in her writing.
She encouraged all of the students to
allow themselves to write without listening to the voice of the inner critic. Imagine going to Starbucks with your notebook. Write about a how a woman who
is there looks, what clothes she wears, and
how she fidgets. These images, bits and
pieces of possible dialogue overhead from
real life helps to open up a writer to new
ideas and how to capture people in your
writing of fiction.
When Lisa asked the students who kept
a notebook on them, many of our students
raised their hands. She suggested they take
every opportunity to observe and make
notes about daily activities like riding on a
bus as some of these scenarios provide rich
scenes and characters for future development. She even encourages them to write
down things later in the day. And to never
forget about the physical world – Capture
it: “Deep in the woods….”
She talks about the art of precognition in writing – build your plot so that
it makes the reader want to turn the page.
Don’t give everything away, hide things
and uncover them in a way that surprises
the reader later on.
Painting allowed her to capture what
it actually looks like in a scene or story
moment. She would look at what she was
painting for a long time so she could really see it. “What is the real shape? Watch
out for how much of our brains fill in the
blanks she states! Ask yourself: is it really
what you are seeing? She was able to take
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this artistic approach and bring it to her
writing process adding a character who
swims and struggles to please her father.
She is eloquent and speaks to how ideas
come to her head. She has to write. It has
to be put on the page. There is this beauty
when you write. As the pen or ink touches
the page, it comes alive and you can feel
the story evolving to the point that you
are almost there: finished, published and
read. When you feel and see your words
written, it becomes real. Not writing her
ideas down is heart-breaking. The heart
calls you to write, and so she suggests they
start by writing short stories. Let the ink
run…let the story be told. Let the story
open to your heart breaking open. Write.
Lisa discussed the cover of her current
book and how despite her being an artist
someone else graphically designs the covers. She might at times be asked her opinion but often the publisher decides what
the cover will be.
In terms of character development, she
asks herself a central question: “What is
the most peril I can put the character in?”
This question creates the path and the
conflict in the novel. The struggle has to
be huge, dramatic so that the character is
changed by it in the end.
She reminds them that writing is hard
work but fulfilling. When she crafts
a short story or a novel, it’s not just the
words on a page anymore. The words become strings connecting the writer and
the reader. It is the connection the writer
makes with the reader that creates the key
to success. And with that, she invites the
writers club to come up and connect with
her. We take that every present selfie…
unselfishly. There is joy in connection and
knowing that in that moment her young
audience is alongside her happily smiling
at being writers, all of them.

Your past shapes your present unless you can bring awareness to
these callouses shaving them away to make way for what really
matters. They have a history but they don’t have to be history.
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Not your typical ghostly encounter!
With author Raina Telgemeier
Mona-Lynne Ayotte, Teacher-Librarian
On a rainy Sunday fall morning, Raina
Telgemeier, California graphic novelist,
came to Winnipeg’s Royal Manitoba Theatre Centre as part of a sponsored event
with McNally Robinson Booksellers. As a
teacher-librarian, I could see the house was
packed. At first I was surprised, it was a
Sunday. However, I was quite joyful to see
that reading was alive and well. A number
of other teacher-librarians were in the audience as well, having brought with them
a number of books they hoped to have autographed once the presentation was over.
The young readers who attended with
their parents were very excited to come
and hear and see Raina in person. Raina,
who entered the stage after being introduced by John Toews, the event coordinator, was casually dressed, relaxed and
very present with her audience. Her new
book Ghosts had just been released and
was available for purchase at the event. As
part of the event, Raina would be signing
books, however, she asked that we only
have her sign one recently published book,
and one from a former collection (Baby
-Sitters Club) as she had to leave within a
short time frame to catch her flight.
Raina had projected on a screen, slides
which would enhance her presentation.
A portion of those slides included pictures from her book Ghosts. She projected
them as part of her novel approach which
involves calling on audience members to
help her conjure up a part of the storyline. She asked for two volunteers to help
her – one would need to be a little older as
she would eventually play the role of the
older sister and the other a younger audience member. They would play CAT and
MAYA. She also gave the audience a role
– she asked us to make the sound effects
from the book when they would appear

method could inspire
students to really consider reading graphic
novels. Everyone had
a participatory part;
her pictures of the
pages she chose were
clearly visible and the
storyline which she
had set up, flowed
with anticipation.
The pages came
with the young volunRaina was a self-published author, alive
teers, and we as the audiselling her work via mail-order at
ence also felt we were on
that page with them.
a $1 apiece. She enjoyed writing
Once this part of the
tremendously and attended comic
audience participation
conventions where fans wore costumes. was completed, she
took audience questions. Never underestimate the lingering
on the screen. She practiced them with us
questions young readers have of authors.
beforehand. It started with BuZZ, and she
The first question: where do you get your
asked us to gave it a shot! Buzz zzzzzzzzzz…
ideas? Originally, she read Calvin and
we did. And then the next piece was the
Hobbs as well as comic strips. For her,
WHOOOSH sound which was to be a litat the age she read them, the stories felt
tle quieter, and to eventually grow slightly
real and it didn’t matter that they were
louder, and louder. It was fun! The VRR
imaginary. She was also influenced by
sound was to be pounded on our chests
the ongoing Canadian storyline in Better
while we sang LA. She split the audience
for Worse. “Everything she learned about
in half – with one side would pounding on
Winnipeg came from this comic strip.”
their chest while the other would follow
She could relate to the stories as she had a
with the LA. Everyone participated.
mother, a father, was the same age as the
Once the two young female volunteers
kids portrayed, and she and the characters
were up on the stage, she instructed them
aged together as the comic strips evolved.
which part she would play. When a slide
Barefoot Gen further influenced her as
from her book Ghosts would come up, she
the characters were silly, playful kids and
would play the narrator – the rectangular
when a character died, she was devastated.
part of the graphic novel that set up the loShe was disappointed because it had been
cation and storyline. When the conversaher dad who had given her this “horrible
tion bubbles appeared, the two girls would
book to read.” Regardless of the outcome,
read their parts as CAT and MAYA. It was
this book was eye-opening and she knew
simply a brilliant presentation as a result.
in that moment graphic novels were a
I could see how as a teacher-librarian this
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powerful way to tell a story. She also felt
the art in the graphic novels influenced
the storyline and added to the powerful
dramas being played out.
Her sense of humour appeared when
she showed pictures of her own early artistic endeavours: scribbles and stick people.
The audience was enthralled when
she told them she was originally a selfpublished author, selling her work via
mail-order at a $1.00 apiece. She enjoyed
writing tremendously and she attended
many comic conventions where fans wore
costumes. With her small table set up, she
would sign her books and meet her new
fans. Her longest story at the time was
eight pages long and the idea of writing
100 pages was overwhelming. She wanted
to write a longer story but just didn’t know
where to start.
Eventually she met an editor from the
Graphix division of Scholastic. She was
called upon to adapt the books from the
Baby-Sitters Club which were originally
published in black and white. Publishing
the books in colour would cost so much
more. Her assistant at the time Gale Galligan drew the original pictures. Her life
changed when Smile was published. She
based it on a true story – her own! When
she was six years old she had tripped, fell
and lost her two front teeth. Afterwards,
she always imagined there was something
wrong with her face. She just wanted to
hide away from others. With her teeth
appearing to be higher in her mouth, she
became known as the Vampire Girl. Ironically, she met many of the young school
nicknamers’ years later, those frenemies,
who acted as if nothing had ever happened. It was a moment for the young
readers in the audience to really consider
the things they say and do to with their
school friends – friends who might just
make it late in life despite the cruel comments. Raina was gracious with her former classmates when they reconnected.
She is what I call a class act!
At that point she asks the audience to
thank all of the people including the lighting and audio-visual technicians who were
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there that day helping her produce this
show. She acknowledges the everyday hardworking person and doesn’t believe in glorifying stars. Again another powerful message for this mostly young female audience.
When she starts the drawing process,
she uses a pencil that has an eraser as a
tip. She sketches the thumbnails for the
story. The traditional tools originally
used in drawing comics required one or
two years of dedication to produce originally. Apparently this process isn’t great
for someone who lacks patience! Now her
books, are digitally imprinted and the colour is assembled by a graphic technician
whose skill level with colour is amazing.
Once the book plates are completed and
assembled, the material is sent to China to
be published. In all, she equates this to the
birthing of a child.
When asked what her next book is
about, she indicates that its expected published date is around 2018. She has already written about twenty pages of this
text. It will be another memoir type based
story about her and her dad, the person
who gave her that particularly horrifying
book to read at ten years of age. Her dad
was not afraid to talk about serious topics with her as a young child. As a pacifist who was anti-war, he would talk to
her about ideas. He believed his daughter
could handle this, but Raina at the time
felt some of the topics were too difficult
for her to absorb. Yet, she encourages the
parents in the audience to find books to
recommend to their children as books can
help develop a child’s imagination and a
way of handling the world.
Another question posed was: “Why did
she decide to put ghosts in this book? She
wanted to change genres. Having originally read Judy Blume’s books that were
rooted in reality, she felt it was important
to take a story and to talk about death.
She did so by providing a friendly ghost
so that the reader could better deal with
death and to be able to eventually talk
about it in a non-threatening way. Her
only doubt came when she internally
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asked herself: what if I write a fantasy and
it is terrible?
She answered the next question about
her personal writing process. She does
get an idea first, but it can change as it is
never really fully formed in the beginning.
During the process, she gets flashes of inspiration and she trusts herself during the
writing process especially at the characters
start talking. She started her career because
her parents wanted her to get an English
degree. She wanted to be a farmer, a trapeze artist or an animator. However, at ten
years old she started illustrating and writing
with deliberate intent. As time went on, she
would also trace drawings from her favorite
artists and this is how she learned to create
the characters and their shapes.
As she ended her time with us, she demonstrated how she did her drawings. She
asked if anyone had a birthday that day
in the audience, and one young lady went
home with a signed copy of this drawing.
What a wonderful birthday gift.
Afterwards, we all lined up to get our
copies signed and received a I met Raina
button. Luckily the hour it took to get
our school library book signed went by
quickly as I spoke with current teacherlibrarian colleagues. To see the joy on the
face of the parents whose children Raina
interacted with as she signed the copies is
one of the reasons we adore authors like
Raina. The children sparkled and the
parents snapped Smart Phone pictures.
When we left the rain had stopped outside, and to see so many smiling children
with a book in hand was truly a teacherlibrarians reading dream.
A classroom guide for Ghosts is available from Scholastic. Ghosts is intended
for ages 9-12, but students who have read
her work and who are older, were also in
the audience, wanting to read the next in
the series of Raina’s graphic adventures.
www.scholastic.com/teachers/lesson-plan/
ghosts-teaching-guide.
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David Bouchard au Manitoba
Lynette Chartier Direction des ressources éducatives françaises (DREF)

Il nous arrive tous de rencontrer dans
notre parcours des personnes qui, non
seulement rayonnent dans leur domaine
de travail, mais qui aussi nous touchent
au cœur de l’être par leur présence, leur
passion de vivre et leur habileté de transmettre un message important.
David Bouchard, auteur métis canadien, conférencier de renommée internationale, investi de l’Ordre du Canada
pour l’ensemble de son œuvre littéraire,
est justement l’une de ces personnes.
Le lundi 14 novembre 2016, grâce à
une précieuse collaboration avec les Éditions des Plaines, la Direction des ressources éducatives françaises (DREF) a eu
l’honneur d’accueillir David, ainsi que de
nombreux éducateurs.
En entrelaçant textes littéraires, capsules vidéo, pièces musicales de flûte et
sens d’humour, M. Bouchard a présenté à
l’auditoire des éléments de la culture métisse. Avec la joie de vivre qu’il manifestait
et les éclats de rire autour de la salle, on
aurait pu se croire parti pour un simple
voyage de divertissement. Au contraire!
Doué du don de Corbeau, raconteur
par excellence, David a su transmettre à
maintes reprises, par la beauté des mots
et de la musique, un message de grande
importance :
« Maintenant le temps est venu de ne
plus se cacher en tant que Métis mais
plutôt d’être fier de son héritage. » D.
Bouchard
De plus, en écoutant son récit parsemé
d’expériences de vie, que ce soit la dyslexie
qu’il éprouve toujours aujourd’hui, la découverte de soi en tant que raconteur et
Métis ou le plaisir de partager sa fierté de
son héritage, nous percevions sans difficulté comment David vit pleinement sa

passion et son amour pour la lecture et sa
culture métisse.
Remarquablement, aussi fort que la
passion ressentie pour sa culture, l’acte
de modéliser était visible tout au long
de sa présentation. Avec fin doigté, M.
Bouchard a illustré comment communiquer à la jeunesse des anecdotes, la musique métisse, l’art autochtone et des textes
littéraires. C’est en effet une pratique très
consciente et bien rôdée qu’exécute David,
car pas question pour lui de modéliser
avec des étapes rigides et une structure restrictive, mais plutôt d’aller chercher son
auditoire, de l’engager dans le processus
de découverte et de lui offrir un nouveau
regard sur le monde.
« Il faut faire plus confiance à notre
jeune génération. Il faut leur partager la
vérité de notre histoire. »
Si vous me suivez toujours, certains
d’entre vous peut-être hésitent par timidité à modéliser en salle de classe l’amour
pour la lecture, l’appréciation pour les arts
et en bout de ligne à faire en sorte que les

Perspectives autochtones (Premières nations, Inuits et Métis) soient véhiculées à
travers divers curriculums scolaires.
Il ne faut pas désespérer! Encore une
fois la DREF, avec d’autres joueurs communautaires, est ici pour vous appuyer.
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Parmi ses services et ses ressources en formats variés, elle met à votre disposition
des ressources françaises sur la culture
métisse, ainsi que des outils pour commencer à répondre aux besoins en matière
des Perspectives autochtones.
Pour faciliter l’exploitation des livres
de David Bouchard, la DREF, en partenariat avec les Éditions des Plaines, a vu
à la réalisation de guides pédagogiques et
de trousses. Ces guides pédagogiques ont
été conçus par Janine Tougas, auteure et
conceptrice manitobaine. Ils intègrent des
activités transdisciplinaires reliées surtout
aux Sciences humaines, à la communication orale et à l’éducation artistique mais,
de plus grande importance, ils invitent
l’élève à cultiver la connaissance de soi et
de son voisin.
Pour accéder à ces ressources, il s’agit de
faire une recherche au portail de la DREF
(https://dref.mb.ca). À titre d’exemples :
dans le champ Recherche simple, tapez soit
• Trousse Les Sept enseignements Sacrés,
• Trousse Mythes et Légendes Corbeau
(Rassemblent 3 livres : Je suis Corbeau,
Sous la lune de Corbeau, La plus belle
Création de Corbeau),
• Trousse Capteur de Rêves et les Sept Tentations (à venir mi-décembre 2016);
dans le champ Recherche avancée, soit :
• sous l’indexe Auteur, tapez : David
Bouchard ou Janine Tougas;
• sous l’indexe Sujet, tapez : Métis ou
Premières nations, ou bien Autochtones.
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Certains ont déjà découvert que le personnel de la DREF est un grand atout, car
il peut offrir, entre autres :
• des présentations personnalisées de son
portail;
• des animations littéraires en salle de
classe;
• des consultations pour achats de ressources éducatives.
Plusieurs œuvres de M. Bouchard incorporent plus qu’une langue. À présent
David a inclus 13 langues des Premiers
peuples dans l’ensemble de ses écrits.
Son but est de créer et de promouvoir des
œuvres où les Premiers peuples puissent se
voir et se reconnaitre dans la littérature et,
par ce fait, cultiver le goût de la lecture.
Des ressources telles que les siennes sauront appuyer les élèves dans la découverte
des peuples et, pour certains, la découverte de leur propre héritage.
Quelques minutes sur le site Web des
Éditions des Plaines vous permettront de
découvrir leur collection Premières Nations (34 titres). (http://www.plaines.ca/
category/premieres-nations/
Dans le site d’Apprentissage Illimité
Inc. (http://apprentissage.mb.ca/), vous
verrez la Collection Voyage de Janine
Tougas : quatre romans-jeunesse, accompagnés chacun d’un guide pédagogique,
où les lecteurs peuvent suivre les exploits
de quatre jeunes de Sainte-Rita, une communauté métisse du Manitoba.
Vos librairies locales, La Boutique du
Livre (http://boutiquedulivre.ca/ ) et À la
Page (http://www.librairiealapage.ca/index.htm), sont toujours disponibles pour
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vous offrir un service personnalisé avec les
achats scolaires.
Il ne faut oublier le Musée canadien pour
les droits de la personne (https://droitsdelapersonne.ca/apprendre/au-musee/programmes-scolaires) qui offre une gamme
de programmes scolaires, y compris
Droits des Premiers Peuples dans un Canada dynamique, Expériences de pensionnat et Les peuples autochtones au Canada
et leurs droits.
M. Joël Ruest (Joel.Ruest@gov.mb.ca),
conseiller pédagogique en Sciences humaines au Bureau de l’éducation française, peut également vous offrir des pistes
pour intégrer les Perspectives autochtones
à vos plans de cours.
Pour accéder au site du programme
Sciences Humaines FL1, rendez-vous à
http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/m12/progetu/
sh/fl1/index.html. Pour ce qui est du
contenu FL2, rendez-vous à http://www.
edu.gov.mb.ca/m12/progetu/sh/fl2/index.
html.
Comme vous pouvez le constater, il y
a certainement plus que du contenu numérique et physique pour vous appuyer : il
y a du personnel.
C’est maintenant à vous de découvrir
ce qui existe pour alimenter vos réflexions
et votre préparation de cours, et pour vous
appuyer lorsque vous accompagner vos
élèves à faire une prise de conscience sur ce
grand sujet des Perspectives autochtones.
« Il nous incombe d’œuvrer à la revitalisation de notre culture et de nos valeurs. »
– David Bouchard. Tiré du livre Les Sept
enseignements sacrés.

A little humor goes a long way!
A French Immersion Kindergarten class had just left the library after borrowing some books. A little boy
stayed behind and asked the library technician: “Madame does everybody’s name in this school start with
Madame?” She looked fondly at the bright-eyed student and said: “No, some of them start with Monsieur!”
— Lynn Fajardo, Louis Riel School
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Positioned to Lead: Learning for the Future
By Carol Koechlin and Judith Sykes

A link to this article will be placed on the MSLA website.

Preparing students for the future is
the focus of educational leaders today, in
Canada and around the globe. Technology has driven many change agendas for
the past couple of decades and although
it is still an important consideration the
emphasis has happily shifted from access
of hardware to matching tools for learning
and the design of pedagogical approaches
that utilize best technologies. Recently we
notice that in Canada particularly, many
school districts are concentrating resources and professional development on
renewed interest in inquiry learning and
thinking skills. We also observe that education experts are talking about the need
for better physical learning environments,
and creating virtual spaces to collaborate
and build knowledge together. Today
the maker movement and other hands
on learning approaches like the outdoor
classroom are all the rage as educators discover that when learners have opportunities to direct their own learning the results
are not only dramatic but unstoppable.
Teacher librarians and other school library professionals are thrilled with these
developments because they have led the
way to this kind of future oriented change
in their schools for some time now. The
school library learning commons (LLC)
is well positioned to provide the learning, spaces, resources, programs and expertise that education leaders talk about
and schools need today. Although we celebrate many successful learning commons
programs across the country the reality is
there is always more work to do to. Canadian School Libraries (CSL) hope to help
every school library professional, support

personnel and administrator be aware of
the professional learning opportunities
available through our new organization
and help position the school library learning commons ready to lead learning for
the future.

By way of background
It was only two years ago that we
had the pleasure of introducing Leading
Learning to MSLA at your fall SAGE
Conference 2014. Our overarching question for the day was, “How can we ensure
that every student in Canada has excellent school library facilities and programs
responsive to evolving challenges and designed for futures oriented learning? We
archived presentation materials and our
work with attendees on this site, MSLA
Learning Commons. As a refresher and
backgrounder for new folks working in
Manitoba school libraries we invite you
to not only visit this site but also to integrate slides, quotes and ideas into your
own work with schools as you build understanding of the learning commons approach and work toward transitions.
The same year Anita Brooks Kirkland
came to Winnipeg to share ideas about
Collaborative Leadership in the Learning Commons. Again you can find all
the presentation materials from the day
archived on her website, By the Brooks:
Learning Commons Day in Winnipeg.
Anita returned to Manitoba in the fall of
2015 with a day designed for River East
Transcona School District and presented
to principals as well as teacher librarians
and library technicians. Anita’s website is
a wealth of support on many topics perti-

nent to libraries and learning today.
MSLA is a very active and productive
learning community with many learning
and leadership opportunities tailored just for
you. Consequently you already have many
rich school, district and provincial based
professional learning experiences to help
you in your work. CSL (Canadian School
Libraries) hopes to work with you to share
and extend your work nationally so we can
all grow together. We welcome this opportu-

nity to celebrate the potential with you.

CSL Professional Learning
Opportunities
CSL collaborates with existing school
library organizations, university and college school library preparation programs,
and the broader educational and library
communities to achieve our mission.
The mandate of CSL is to assist schools
in working toward excellence of school
library learning commons teaching and
learning approaches and facilities to prepare students in Canada with skills and
opportunities for learning today and into
the future.
CSL projects will all find their home on
our website so that support is available to
you 24/7. The CSL website will continue
to grow to support your professional learning needs at the national level. Everything
in one spot at your fingertips when you
need it! These examples are just the beginning of professional learning possibilities:

Canadian School Librairies are looking for donations
Visit www.canadianschoollibraries.ca/donate for details
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Explore Leading Learning now live
on the web!

On the CSL website you will find a
new web version of Leading Learning:
Standards of Practice for School Library
Learning Commons in Canada. It is the
identical text of the PDF version you are
familiar with but with easy navigation
from one element to another. See it in
Action links are easier to access and will
continue to be updated and grow to reflect
current examples of best practices in Canadian school library learning commons.
The web version provides many opportunities to now expand the print document.
Check out Supporting You - Here we
extend the reach and influence of Leading Learning, sharing presentation and
professional learning resources, and connecting these national standards to the
goals and educational priorities in your
province or territory.
Watch for Leading Learning en Français - One of the last CLA projects was
to have Leading Leaning translated into
French. That was accomplished, however
the translation has not been formatted
into a PDF nor is it ready for a web version. We are working to find volunteers
and funding to get this important project
completed and available for all.
You can now access the Leading Learning PDF version and bibliography directly
from the CSL website, and still purchase
print copies from The Library Marketplace.
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Contribute to CSL Social Media Professional Learning Networks

Twitter: @cdnschoollibrar and Facebook
• Follow CSL news e.g. National Library
Day
• Discover links to professional resources, journal articles, blogs
• Tweet and post your LLC celebrations,
accomplishments and links
• Retweet your favourite tweets to CSL
so others can benefit
• Follow and network with other library
professionals.
• Create a Twitter/Facebook account for
your school LC
• Invite students, staff and parents to follow LLC accounts
• Introduce your staff to the professional
learning potential
• Introduce your staff to the teaching potential
• Design learning opportunities for students using social media
• Teach digital citizenship on social media
• Mentor fellow and novice school library professionals

Subscribe to CSL Newsletter
Keep informed about national and provincial school library developments and
issues by subscribing to CSL newsletter.
Read about School Library Day celebrations across Canada, discover a unique PD
day experience aboard MSLA Makerspace
Roadtrip, and explore new See it in Action examples. Share the newsletters with
your friends and please consider writing a
newsletter for CSL that you think would
interest others. Past newsletters are archived on the site for quick review.

Read professional articles
from SLiC Archives
Watch for a new CSL online journal
for Canadian school library professionals
coming soon. In the meantime you are
looking for support for study of a topic
like copyright or cyberbullying or you remember reading an article on the learning
commons you want to find again don’t
despair, all back issues of our favourite
journal are still archived and available via
easy links on the website. We thank OLA
for generously hosting these archives until stewardship is transferred to CSL. You
can also still search for past articles you
need on ProQuest and EBSOHost .
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Participate in professional
research TMC
Treasure Mountain Canada (TMC) is a
participatory learning experience designed
to bring researchers and practitioners together to discuss and debate current Canadian research and scholarly writing which
impacts on the role of school libraries vis-àvis educational strategy and transformation.
We invite you to document and share the
advances you are making in your transitions
to a learning commons. What is working
for your school? How have you used the new
standards? If you are looking for Canadian
research to support your LLC transitions
with your administration or to apply for
funding and grants check the TMC website
for current and past peer reviewed research
papers. Papers and work from previous
TMC experiences are archived for viewing
and study at TMC Website.

Connect to Resource Links

Resource Links, a long established resource support for Canadian school libraries, is the first of many more resource links
and professional supports CSL is planning
to connect with. Do you have suggestions?
Please let us know.
• ...and more opportunities in the works!
Soon you will be able to connect to every provincial and territory school library
organization in Canada via CSL website.
Imagine being able to check out newsletters, professional learning opportunities,
news, and reviews from every corner of
Canada from one spot! What else do you
need? Please let us know.
• Help CSL grow!
CSL is now incorporated and we have
applied for charitable status. When that is
achieved we will be able to reward your
generous support with a tax receipt. What
we need now is continued investment
from the community to take us through
this start-up phase and develop the organization and its projects. Please support
today and keep CSL growing.
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Links in the article

• MSLA Learning Commons: https://sites.google.com/site/mslasage2014/
• By the Brooks: Learning Commons Day in Winnipeg: http://www.bythebrooks.ca/
presentations/presentations-archive/learning-commons-day-winnipeg/.
• By the Brooks: River East Transcona School District: http://www.bythebrooks.ca/presentations/presentations-archive/retsd-september-2015/
• MSLA: http://manitobaschoollibraries.ca/category/article/
• CSL website: http://www.canadianschoollibraries.ca/
• Leading Learning: http://llsop.canadianschoollibraries.ca/
• Supporting You: http://llsop.canadianschoollibraries.ca/supporting-you/
• The Library Marketplace. http://www.accessola.org/web/OLA/Marketplace/OLA/
Marketplace/About.aspx
• Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1400617276832667/
• Subscribe to CSL Newsletter: http://www.canadianschoollibraries.ca/subscribe/
• SLiC Archives: http://www.accessola.org/web/SLIC/Home/SLIC/Default.aspx
• ProQuest http://www.proquest.com/products-services/pq_ed_journals.html
• EBSOHost https://www.ebscohost.com/academic/library-literature-information-science-full-text
• TMC Website: https://sites.google.com/site/tmcanada3/home
• Resource Links: http://www.resourcelinksmagazine.ca/
• Please let us know: http://www.canadianschoollibraries.ca/contact-us/
• Please support today: http://www.canadianschoollibraries.ca/donate/
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MSLA Liaisons
Direction des ressources éducatives
françaises (DREF)

Heather Brydon

heather.brydon@gov.mb.ca

International Assoc. of School
Librarianship (IASL)

Gerald Brown (retired)

Browner1@shaw.ca

Manitoba Library Association (MLA)

No current Liaison

School Library Administrators of
Manitoba (SLAM)

Debbie Smith

dsmith@sjsd.net

Manitoba Education Library
(MEL)

Nancy Girardin

Nancy.Girardin@gov.mb.ca

Manitoba Association of Computing
Educators (ManACE)

Andy McKiel

amckiel@sjsd.net

The Manitoba Teachers’ Society
(MTS)

Lia Baksina, MTS Staff Officer

lbaksina@mbteach.org

Association of Manitoba
Independent School Libraries
(AIMSL)

Jonine Bergen

jbergen@stpauls.mb.ca

Winnipeg Public Library (WPL)

Karin Borland

KBorland@winnipeg.ca

Manitoba Library Consortium Inc.
(MLCI)

Laura Cowie, Library Support
Services, Winnipeg SD

lcowie@wsd1.org

CM

John Tooth (retired)

j.tooth@videotron.ca
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MSLA Executive, 2016–2017
Board of Directors:

Standing Committees:

President
Jo-Anne Gibson

Publications
Mona-Lynne Ayotte

President Elect
Christine Robinson

Membership
Ramona Erdmann

Past President
Jonine Bergen

Website / Publicity
Brandi Nicholauson

Secretary
Dorothy McGinnis

SAGE Conference
Jo-Anne Gibson

Treasurer
Joyce Riddell

Advocacy
Brandi Nicholauson
Professional Learning
Heather Eby

MSLA Mailing Address
135 Barker Blvd.
Winnipeg, MB R3R 2E3

Awards
Jonine Bergen
Archives
Sheryl Chongva
Literacy with
Information and
Communication
Technology (LwICT)
Christine Robinson

Members-at-Large
Nancy Schroeder
Roberta Chapman

"A makerspace is a place where students and educational staff
can gather to collaborate, create, invent, tinker, explore and
discover using a variety of tools and materials. "

